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PSTS Thiraviaratnam: Frozen in Time
17th June 2008. It's exactly a year since our beloved Founder's soul
departed this mortal world. An inspiring visionary, a generous
philanthropist, a successful business man, a sincere guide, a caring friend,
a loving husband, a wonderful father, a doting grand father and a everfriendly great grand father. In short, an amazing human being! He
continues to live in our collective memory, showering his blessings for one
and all every day, every moment!
Is it possible to capture all these facets of a person who touched so
many of our lives in so many ways? That's a tall task! What we could do
in the days to come is to carry on the good work that he believed in,
dreamt of and yearned to do! What we could do today is to capture
that wonderful personality's face and gaze as a sculpture!
Here comes Ravindran, an ace sculptor from the Lalit Kala Academy who translated
our desire into a piece of art. A frozen poetry! Ravindran spent about hundred days
with our Founder's various images, meticulously moved from clay to wax to POP and
finally brought his image alive in a metal. He was particularly impressed with the
symmetrical and sharp features of our Founder!
Many ships may sail, many moons may come, many rainbows may pass, but the man who is a
visionary in business and beyond will live forever, frozen in time!
-Bharathy Ganesh Ram

PSTS Founder’s Statue Opened
The statue of Shri PSTS Thiraviarathnam, Founder of PSTS Group was formally
unveiled by Mr. Jeya Sankar, the oldest son, in the sprawling campus of
The Vikasa School. This event marked the first death anniversary celebration of
our Founder on 17th June 2008.
Seen Here(L to R): Mr T.Vel Sankar, Mr T.Uday Sankar, Mrs.M.Rajakumari and
Mr.T.Jeya Sankar

